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THIS AGE OF WHIG PURITANISM By Arnis Luks
This week I was called to a book titled ‘The Two Nations - a financial study of English history’ by Christopher
Hollis. https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Hollis_C-The_Two_Nations_1937_Financial%20History%20England.pdf
The two nations within England where the rich and the poor. Hollis has gathered numerous other historian’s
findings to summarise their works with his own within the title. His thesis being: that from early childhood middle and upper-class children were never taught within their educational system the truth of why the poor are
poor, and so grew up unawares and indifferent to their plight. Not only did their poverty seem necessary, but a
permanently inevitable stumbling block. Education, especially for elite schools, has always been corrupted.
Nowadays, in spite of selective educational and media propaganda, the fact is that nearly all English Monarchs
were frugal and doing what they could to manage a manipulated financial/economic system. The moneyed-class
were at perpetual war with the Monarch over power to rule the nation. The craft of usury had been optimised
over millennia, deliberately kept obscure, difficult to understand and never taught about correctly. Hollis' book is
essential reading for any who wish to set their historical record straight, not as accumulated dates and events, but
stringing together the ‘actual financial/economic policy’ pursued across centuries that permeated those societies.
As we witness the daily pursuit of more power by our own Whig (and now more obviously Puritan) ruling
class, we can be assured that the real story will not surface through education, the official record, nor the MSM.
It will take honest historians and small players such as ALOR to set the historical record straight.
Several minor articles appearing within the MSM highlight a 60% increase since last year in the number of
individual recipients of government support due to suffering businesses. The first article surfaced then just as
quickly disappeared. I found another in an overseas publication stating: 420,000 Australians lost their jobs across
the six weeks June-July 2021, I describe as "asset stripping of the poor with breathtaking rapidity". Coupled with
the phenomena of 40%pa rise of house values, any fall will quickly king hit recent borrowers into insolvency.
Lockdowns Devastate Small Business and Leaves Economy Dominated by Large Corporations
https://www.theepochtimes.com/lockdowns-devastate-small-business-and-leaves-economy-dominated-by-large-corporations_3965774.html

Christopher Hollis and others walk you through similar finance/economic policies as today of asset stripping
over hundreds of years from this historical study of English Financial History. Nothing occurring today is new.
"Six Centuries of Work and Wages: The History of English Labour" By Thorold Rogers
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Rogers_T-Six_Centuries_of_English_Wages.pdf

In 1495 a peasant who was linked directly to the land was able to earn sufficient income to feed his family
of four from working only 15 weeks of the year. Through a change of financial policy and erosion of the value
of the currency, the now landless peasantry (1679 Statute of Frauds) was working 47 weeks of the year and
achieving insufficient income to even keep enough food on the table. Food production per head of population
had increased across that same period in order of magnitude - deflation : increased production with a significant
reduction in 'income relativity to staples such as bread'. The domination by the Whig moneyed class stripping the
assets and income from the poor, culminated with the establishment of the Bank of England in 1694 and left the
poor, middle and upper classes all destitute. Old (landed) money was replaced by new (financial) money. Oliver
Cromwell and William of Orange had served their purpose for their Whig Puritan masters, the moneyed class.

Middle class socialists and libertarians alike (cultural
Marxists) today expect they will avoid a similar fate of
having their assets stripped but are misguided. This same
fate awaits us all if we allow this policy to conclusion.
The only time in history where the moneyed class were
overcome was when the barons (middle-upper class), the
church in England (Archbishop Steven Langton) and the
common man unified at Runnymeade to compel the King
to place his seal of agreement upon the Magna Carta.
Further reading:
Social Economy By Thorold Rogers
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Rogers_T-Social_Economy.pdf

Story of the Nations - Holland By Thorold Rogers

https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Rogers_T-Story_of_the_Nations-Holland.pdf

I noted the escalation of propaganda against any freethinking individuals. Obviously, the controllers of MSM
are feeling the mounting pressure against totalitarianism
and responding accordingly. Cognitive dissonance can
be recognised in that those ‘fully injected’ can expect a
return to normal life. Non-injected will continue being
locked down as in a prison. Either the injections work
and provide immunity, or they don't. Most are losing the
ability to think rationally. This war for the mind is against
all free people by the moneyed class - central banks and
their minions. The root of this (covid) policy stems from
them as was for 400 years past.
A 'Problem' correctly stated is already half solved - CH Douglas

In regard to the lockdown and mandating of the
experimental injection trial, it was encouraging to read of
a Sydney law firm’s legal attempt to push back through
the courts, for all our governments to uphold the Federal
Constitution. If they are to be successful, the man in the
street also needs to see the real value of that 'agreement
between the people and their government' by supporting
their endeavours. We all must insist by whatever means
at our disposal that our Federal Constitution be upheld.
Sydney Law Firm Files Lawsuit to Overturn
Australian State’s Public Health Orders
https://www.theepochtimes.com/sydney-law-firm-files-lawsuit-tooverturn-australian-states-public-health-orders_3979680.html

Ezekiel Declaration
I note more religious leaders are also taking a firm
stand against the vaccine passport as does the ‘Ezekiel
Declaration’, progressively working through the ‘antinature’ of the current policy personally guided by our
Prime Minister Scott Morrison. The importance of
upholding our ancient freedoms cannot be laid to waste
with fear-mongering by the mainstream media MSM.
Ancient freedoms must be upheld and fought for by
successive generations. It is now up to us to do just that.
We have been complacent for far too long.
Ezekiel Declaration
https://caldronpool.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/EzekielDeclaration.pdf

While everyone (who can) is manoeuvring to minimise
the asset stripping initiated by central banks using this
covid policy, it is vital to get to the root cause of this
chicanery that has been repeated across millennia.
ON TARGET

Flavius Josephus in “Antiquities of the Jews” records
that Cain not only killed his brother Abel, was the
author of measures and weights (finance/economics),
but changed the nature of men...who lived in simplicity,
innocently and generously while they knew nothing of
such arts as cunning craftiness. Cain aimed to procure
everything that was for his own bodily pleasure, though
it obliged him to be injurious to his neighbours. He
augmented his household substance with much wealth,
by rapine and violence: he excited his acquaintance to
procure pleasure and spoils by robbery: and became a
great leader of men into wicked courses...
The Antiquities of The Jews By Flavius Josephus
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2848/2848-h/2848-h.htm

This Archetypal story of Cane and Abel is repeated
whereby Rabbi Hillel introduced the Pharisaic Law – the
Talmud around 500BC in contradistinction to the Mosaic
Law held for millennia which included ‘debt forgiveness’
every 7 years in the tradition of the ‘year of jubilee’.
Am I my Brother’s keeper asked Cain? Yes, Yes and Yes.
‘Whatsoever you do to the least of these…you do to me’,
and also: 'Forgive us our debts as we forgive others' and
Only do unto him what you would have him do unto you.
Home loan borrowers rush for better deals
If we are to restore the natural order (natural law)
to minimise this same (financial/economic) chicanery
of asset stripping as has repeatedly occurred across
millennia, we must review the financial/economic system
– the tool repeatedly used to impoverish the people.
All people in society equally hold a personal interest in
achieving the correct end outcome of this review.
Introducing Douglas Social Credit
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Social_Credit_Intro_Lectures/Social_Credit_Intro_1.pdf

"I have come that you might have life and that you might
have it more abundantly" : John 10:10
It is over (100) years since C.H. Douglas advised his
readers they must bring into their consciousness the type
of world they want and to realise that they alone can
obtain it, not in detail, but in objective.
First of all he suggested that security in what we have is
required: freedom of action, thought and speech, and a
more abundant life for all is wanted.
Second is the need to face up to the encroachments of
bureaucracy. The business of bureaucracy is to get us
what we want, not to annoy and hinder us by taking from
us by taxation and irritating restrictions those facilities
that we should otherwise have.
Thirdly, he insisted, and most importantly, we have to
obtain control of the forces of the Crown by genuine
political democracy. The battle to regain the ground lost
and insist on changes to the mechanisms of society, at
present being used to encroach more and more on our
freedoms, is before us. (The Tragedy of Human Effort)
The great Russian writer, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, a
prophet for these times, has wisely counselled his own
people that the path they need to follow, if they want
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to find their own way back from the oppression and
desolation of the last (100-ed) years, begins from within.
It begins with a regeneration of their own spiritual
energies and their relationships one with another.
"The strength or weakness of a society depends more
on the level of its spiritual life than on its level of
industrialisation. Neither a market economy nor even
general abundance constitutes the crowning achievement
of human life. The purity of social relations is a more
fundamental value than the level of abundance."
Solzhenitsyn went on to list the order of priorities for
the Russian people - the same order of priorities would
apply to the West. The regeneration begins from within.
Natural growth and expansion begins from within and so
does the regeneration of a nation's soul.
"If a nation's spiritual energies have been exhausted,
it will not be saved from collapse by the most perfect
government structure or by any industrial development: a
tree with a rotten core cannot stand. And that is why the
destruction of our souls over (this past-ed) century is the
most terrifying thing of all."
Next comes the regeneration of families and communities
and nations - again from within. "What is clear is that the
process should start at the local level with grass-roots
issues... We must patiently and persistently expand the
rights of local communities ... " (Rebuilding Russia).
Actionist Corner https://alor.org/Storage/navigation/Library3.htm
Debt as a Weapon
In our online library are several books on the
real history of the establishment and independence
of our Commonwealth Bank of Australia under the
governorship of (Sir) Dennison Miller. While King
O’Malley MHR was foundational in convincing the
(Federal Labor) Parliament to finally accept his proposal,
it was the governor (Sir) Dennison Miller who was
instrumental to the proper functioning of the People’s
Bank. What was physically possible became financially
possible. The perpetraitors (sic) of the emasculation of
the People’s Bank being the Bruce-Page Conservative
government some 12 years later acted on behalf of bigmoneyed interests – privately owned & managed central
banks - the Federal Reserve System in USA 1913 and
Bank of England 1694 - forerunners of central banking.
HSBC (Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation),
JPMorgan Chase and Citibank dominate Australian
industry share portfolios especially our big four banks.
The Creature From Jekyll Island By G. Edward Griffin

What we are considering in this article has been
successfully achieved before with determined, loyal and
patriotic Representatives and a loyal CBA governor.
The Commonwealth Bank of Australia

https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Faulkner_CC-Commonwealth_Bank_of_Australia.pdf

Debt Forgiveness
Debt is a tool of leverage by the creditor over the
debtor. This is why credit creation and finance/economic
manipulation be considered towards our national security.
A 'Problem' correctly stated is already half solved - CH Douglas

To minimise external political leverage against
Australia and its peoples, the CBA or similar must be
reinstituted under its original charter conditions, all
shares repatriated to Commonwealth control, and the
directorship placed under loyal Australian management.
The governor must be his own man, fiercely loyal to
Australia as a sovereign and independent nation, our
Westminster institutions of representative parliamentary
democracy, limiting Constitutional Monarchy, and
loyalty to freedom loving Australians as his own people.
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C1911A00018

CBA policy must be: that the available spending
power in the hands of the community at any given time
be balanced sufficiently to liquidate prices without
incurring further personal or public debt. This can be
achieved, as commended by CH Douglas as the rightful
cultural inheritance, fruit of the industrial arts of modern
mass-production, in the form of a National Dividend paid
equally to all, and complimented with the ‘Compensated
Price’ at the point of sale to arrest any fluctuations in the
price level. Provided the spending power in the hands of
the community is balanced, ‘prices’ (at the point of sale
being fully liquidated) would naturally fall as emerging
industrial technologies optimised production still further.
Debt as a weapon against Australia and its peoples
would be emasculated. Australia would be a sovereign,
self-reliant and independent nation under a balanced
financial/economic policy.
What is physically possible be made financially possible
PM slammed over national cabinet secrecy - Teens
plunging into mental health abyss - 390 firms collapse as
Covid wears business down - RBA to test central bank
digital currencies CBDCs - Taking carbon offsets out of
the shadows and on to the trading floor
These headlines, while reflecting some of the major
issues and consequences of the repetitive lock downs,
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Griffin_GE-The_Creature_From_Jekyll_Island.pdf
show the objective of the covid policy regardless of the
The Story of the Commonwealth Bank Bv D. J. Amos
consequences being "central bank controlled and issued
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Amos%20DJ%20-%20Commonwealth%20Bank.pdf
‘digital currencies’ with ‘carbon offsets’". Privately
The Commonwealth Bank of Australia - CC Faulkner’s owned and managed institutions such as the Bank of
1912-1924 record, was commissioned by the CBA and
International Settlements, IMF and World Bank, being
completed shortly after (Sir) Dennison Miller's physical
the root and originators of the covid policy across all
demise 1923. This work is the real historical record of the governments and all nations, are attempting to bring :
outworking policy of the then CBA governor - of what a
“all these kingdoms unto themselves (if you would bow
People’s Bank can actually achieve.
down and worship me)”.
ON TARGET
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These scriptural references of spiritual significance
reinforce the abstract nature of modern financial credit.
While printed notes and coins exist, this form is limited
to as little as < 2% of all financial credit. The bulk of
financial credit exists simply as computer keyboard
entries. We accept this system and method simply by
“faith alone”. Providing the medium of payment is
accepted, it can be in any form. Our state governments
could issue tax-offset certificates (to the value of...) as
payment for services. How creative can we be with this?
The facilities provided by the local post office could
easily perform the function of a 'local development bank'
providing it is legislated as such. WWI was financed and
processed by our own Commonwealth Bank of Australia
with the war completed and Australia exiting from the
conflict debt free – the costs were paid in full by the
efforts of our Nation in materials and blood, sweat and
tears of its peoples. The administration of this Common“Wealth” Bank of Australia was performed around the
world using pen and ink entries and the telegraph wire.
The Commonwealth Bank of Australia
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Faulkner_CC-Commonwealth_Bank_of_Australia.pdf

Faith, Hope & Love - the Greatest of These is Love
The real economy is what occurs physically (raw
materials), technologically (machines, labour and know
how) and spiritually (belief that the objectives can
be achieved) within every community and should be
reflected within a balanced financial/economic system,
not based on 'limiting' any keyboard entries. The
monetary system should be a reflection of this same
community ‘faith’ credit. Financial credit can be created
by a stroke of the keyboard, and provided the production
is required and resourced, can occur to their benefit.
Port Augusta in South Australia has in proximity ample
supplies of coal, iron ore, knowledge and labour. With
a release of sufficient community credit (faith reflected
in action) and financial credit (keyboard entries), the
electrical power could be generated, the steel smelters
operated, and ships built as was done in the past.
The Policy of Freedom - Douglas Social Credit
The existing financial racket has run its race. It cannot
hide as a fraud any longer and needs to be brought to
order, re-aligned within the observable world of material
abundance. Machines already do the lion’s share of
necessary work and with a minor contingent of able
bodies to close out any supervision and maintenance
required of these machines, industry can produce enough
for all with minimal labour - (15 weeks per year n 1495).
Labour requirements for agriculture have
progressively reduced from 85% of the available
working population to as little as 5% across the industrial
revolution period. Man does not need to work to be fed.
China, Korea and Japan are already doing the lion’s share
of production for virtually the whole world. Primary
industry could just as readily be repatriated back to our
ON TARGET

own shores, giving our young a much-needed leg up
towards home ownership and real personal security.
Where are you ACTU? Why do you remain silent on
this vital issue that would alleviate the need for your
existence in the first place?
This policy of the philosophy of freedom overcomes
the historically false class antagonism between the
factory owner (capital) and his workforce (labour), all
would hold a direct and vested interest in success of the
enterprise. All would be mini-capitalists and actively
involved in directly achieving a social policy : the
purpose of production is (to be consumed) consumption.
Not monopoly capitalism, but genuine free and
competitive enterprise, and not collective socialism, but a
genuine social policy; both held in tension by a balancing
(moral) financial/economic system, with the National
Dividend and Compensated Price (at the point of sale) to
fully liquidate prices. Debt would be a thing of the past.
New enterprises would be financed by the people's bank
as was done between 1912 and 1924, with loans written
off across the life-cycle of the enterprise.
This article is a reflection of the study and application
of The Policy of Freedom - Douglas Social Credit.
Progressional courses are available through our online
libraries, video/podcast channels and directly from our
staff at Head Office. Details below. 		
***
Action Target
It is not too soon to begin campaigning for the next
election and Covid will be the main theme.
Contact your sitting MP and any known candidates by
simply completing the draft letter enclosed in this OT, or
even better, construct your own letter based on the draft.
Don’t hesitate to write back if replies are unsatisfactory.
Let HO know how you get on. Ken Grundy ND
NATIONAL WEEKEND WEBINAR
1-5pm Saturday 9th October 2021
Bookings to: beata@veritasbooks.com.au
75th ANNUAL NEWTIMES DINNER
incorporating the Frank Bawden Memorial Dinner
6pm - seated for 6.30pm - Saturday 9th October 2021
Sandford House, 207 East Terrace, Adelaide, SA
bookings@publicschoolsclub.com.au
Subscription to On Target $45.00 p.a.
NewTimes Survey $30.00 p.a.
Donations can be performed by direct bank transfer:
A/c Title
Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)
BSB 		
105-044
A/c No.		
188-040-840
or cheques to: ‘Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)’
Postal Address: PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159.
Telephone: 08 8322 8923 eMail: heritagebooks@alor.org
Online Bookstore : https://veritasbooks.com.au/
https://alor.org/ our main website and repository of the
Douglas Social Credit and Freedom Movement 'Archives'.
On Target is printed and authorised by K. W. Grundy
13 Carsten Court, Happy Valley, SA.
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